sitting at home
- alone
facetiming a friend
waiting for shutdown to end
spending the rest of the time
with sleeping and wine
noting left to do
than family time, Netflix and
online school

Through social isolation and
online school,
We don´t really have
anything to do.
Every day is the same, we
are alone,
Beer pong is just allowed
through the phone.
Our grades are getting bad,
It´s because we´re often sad.

Empty streets in my lonely town,
all social life is still shut down.
Above all lacks I miss my friends,
dreaming instead of all the special events.
My family and I have to stay at home,
learning my school stuff only on my own.
Day after day I stay inside,
never lost my patience, I always tried.
Corona means a difficult and boring thing,
but the most important fact: Don’t forget to
keep smiling!
So please remember: Don’t worry, be happy,
Corona won’t break us, let’s think optimistically.

Shutdown
For me shutdown means a lot of time at home.
A separation from my friends
because schools are closed and we aren’t allowed to meet
outside.

But it is also a big loss of activities.
I can’t go shopping,
meet friends at parties or
do sport with other people anymore.

I have a lot of time.
More time for myself,
to do some sport,
go on walks with my family or one friend
or just sitting home and thinking about some things.

There are always discussions about the laws in the shutdown
but now that the corona cases are getting lower
there is more hope for better times
and a beautiful summer.

LoCkdown…
No possibilities to meet
your friends.
Netflix is your new best friend now.
Your challenge now is not to get fat
because
sports clubs are closed
Shops are closed
and
every
boring
day
feels
the same.
The only advantage is
that you have enough time for new things now.
But at the end of the day you can just wait
and hope until this pandemic is over.

If someone had said that to me a year ago, I would not have believed it would
be like that.
It is a completely new situation.
You are very limited
you have to follow a lot of rules.
Every day is the same
I always sit in front of my computer
and have to do exercises in homeschooling.

If someone had said that to me a year ago, I would not have believed it would
be like that.
I miss my hobbies
and good times with my friends.
All meetings are only online
and I miss personal contact.
There is less joy and adventure in this current situation.
Most time, I am at home
and sometimes it is really boring.
Nothing exciting happens.

If someone had said that to me a year ago, I would not have believed it would
be like that.
I can’t go shopping in the city, because many shops are closed
and funny events are cancelled.
My freedom is restricted and
my feelings are going crazy,
so it is an up and down.

It is what it is, but you can try to make the best of the difficult situation and
see the positive things.
It does not help if you keep imagining what it would be like without Corona.

It is what it is, but you can try to make the best of the difficult situation and
see the positive things.
That makes the situation a bit easier.
We can be really happy to have such good health care.
We also have more time for ourselves.
Maybe we can make developments that otherwise we would not have been
able to do.
You also learn to appreciate “the old life” much more.
The main thing is - do not give up hope!

It is what it is, but you can try to make the best of the difficult situation and
see the positive things.
You have to stay strong and be patient.
You have to trust that everything happens at the right time.
We’re all stuck together in this situation and we are not alone!

Shutdown
The shutdown gets more annoying every day
We do not make a progress
We can’t see results
The shutdown gets more annoying every day
Motivation is needed
Since school is not completed
The shutdown gets more annoying every day
It is time for real lessons again
The stores should open again
The shutdown gets more annoying every day
The politicians could not manage
Measures taken aren’t really effective

The shutdown strains me in my everyday life.
It's not easy, especially for my grandparents,
they are used to be with many different people.
I'm sitting in my room all day long
I feel lonely frequently.
Just phoning and chatting with my friends,
going on a walk is very rarely,
there's a lack of social contact.
There are more school tasks to do be done,
I have problems to motivate myself,
I even don't want to stand up to get something to
eat.

My Lockdown

A feeling of endlessness

Sitting in front of my PC for hours,

next to me lots of work sheets that already create little towers.

Always wearing your masks is an important rule,

if you forget yours you`re gonna be late for school.

For friends and hobbies there is no more space,

Corona is a terrible case.

covid, what an annoying thing
and especially the homeschooling
now we‘re back to school
but there are still rules
everything is closed
and we just feel controlled
we can‘t meet many friends,
I hope that this soon ends

SHUTDOWN
this feels like a literal apocalypse
my mental health is getting severely worse and I am NOT okay
Constantly fearing the outside world makes me develop social anxiety
I am scared of not only the outside world, but also my future
We are still in the middle of a pandemic, hopefully they will allow us to have a nice and
free summer
Slowly but surely I AM LOSING HOPE
WHAT AM I SUPPOSED TO DO UNTIL IT ENDS? WILL IT GET BETTER
I have started to lose my mind over small things and I am scared it will get worse
It is dreadful to see the death toll continuing to rise WE ARE LOST
Does me wearing my mask even help? I hope I can help it
It just gets old social distancing and still be in the fourth shutdown, but… it‘s the bare
minimum we must do
There isn‘t even the slightest chance we can get rid of the virus without the hygiene
measures
ALL THE CONSPIRACY THEORISTS are making me lose hope in humanity
WHAT ARE ANTI-MASKERS/VAXXERS THINKING
How can they look past all the horrible deaths it is beyond me
As if it‘s not worse enough all the upcoming mutations are so scary
Poor health care workers who are STILL on their feet and managing at such a high risk
Look at them urging us to just stay at home I couldn‘t imagine what it must feel like
I am 17 and so tired of all the shops being closed I should NOT be missing out on so much
I mean.. I‘ve still got my twenties (I hope.)

WHERE IS MY VACCINE I WANT IT NOW!

